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We strongly recommend that you work through this exam under realistic conditions rather than
just fiiiing through the iroblems and seeing what they look like. Setting aside three hours in a
quiet siace with your notes and making a good honest efort to solve all the iroblems is one of
the single best things you can do to ireiare for this exam. It will give you iractice working under time iressure and give you an honest sense of where you stand and what you need to get
some more iractice with.
This practice fnaa exam is essentiaaay the fnaa exam from Faaa 2015, with a few minor modifcations (some of the probaems we asked here got converted to probaem set questions, so we repaaced
them with other exam questions) and others covered topics that have since be dropped from
CS103 (nameay, using seaf-reference to prove unrecognizabiaity). With the exception of Q5.ii, every question here has appeared on some CS103 exam in the past.
The exam poaicies are the same for the midterms – caosed-book, caosed-computer, aimited note
(one doubae-sided sheet of 8.5” × 11” paper decorated however you'd aike).
You have three hours to compaete this exam. There are 48 totaa points.

Question

Points

(1) Logic and Reaations

/6

(2) Graphs and Sets

/6

(3) Induction and Cardinaaity

/6

(4) Reguaar and Context-Free Languages

/ 12

(5) R and RE Languages

/ 14

(6) P and NP Languages

/4

Graders

2 / 15

Problem One: Logic and Relations
Points)

(6

Suppose that you want to prove the impaication P → Q. Here are two possibae routes you can take:
•

Prove the impaication by contradiction.

•

Take the contrapositive of the impaication, then prove the contrapositive by contradiction.

It turns out that these two proof approaches are compaeteay equivaaent to one another.
i. (2 Points) State, in propositionaa aogic, which statements you wiaa end up assuming if you
were to use each of the above proof approaches, then briefly expaain why they're equivaaent.
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ii. (4 Points) Beaow is a drawing of a binary reaation R over a set of peopae A:

For each of the foaaowing frst-order aogic statements about R, decide whether that statement is true or faase. No justifcation is required, and there is no penaaty for an incorrect
guess.
1. ∀p ∈ A. ∃q ∈ A. pRq
☐ True

☐ Faase

2. ∃p ∈ A. ∀q ∈ A. pRq
☐ True

☐ Faase

3. ∃p ∈ A. (pRp → ∀q ∈ A. qRq)
☐ True

☐ Faase

4. ¬∀p ∈ A. ∀q ∈ A. (p ≠ q → ∃r ∈ A. (pRr ∧ qRr))
☐ True

☐ Faase
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Problem Two: Graphs and Sets

(6 Points)

Recentay, there's been a major deveaopment in compaexity theory: an “aamost” efcient aagorithm
for the graph isomorphism probaem. The aagorithm reaies on a speciaa caass of graphs that are the
focus of this probaem.
The triangular graih of order n, denoted Tₙ, is a graph defned as foaaows. Begin with the set
{1, 2, 3, …, n}. The nodes in Tₙ are the two-eaement subsets of {1, 2, 3, …, n}, and there's an
edge between any two sets that have exactay one eaement in common. For exampae, beaow are the
graphs T₃ and T₄:

Recaaa from Probaem Set Four that an indeiendent set in an undirected graph G = (V, E) is a set
I ⊆ V such that if x ∈ I and y ∈ I, then {x, y} ∉ E. Intuitiveay, an independent set in G is a set of
nodes where no two nodes in I are adjacent. The indeiendence number of a graph G, denoted
α(G), is the size of the aargest independent set in G.
Prove that if n ∈ ℕ and n ≥ 1, then α(T2n) = n. (Hint: You need to prove two separate results: frst,
that there's an independent set of size n in T2n; second, that no larger independent set exists in T2n.)
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Two, if you need it.)
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Problem Three: Induction and Cardinality

(6 Points)

Consider the foaaowing series:
–1 + 2 – 3 + 4 – 5 + 6 – 7 + 8 – 9 + 10 – 11 + 12 – 13 + 14 – 15 …
We can think about evaauating aarger and aarger number of terms in the summation. For exampae,
the sum of the frst fve terms is –1 + 2 – 3 + 4 – 5 = -3, and the sum of the frst eight terms works
out to –1 + 2 – 3 + 4 – 5 + 6 – 7 + 8 = 4. For notationaa simpaicity, aet's defne An to be the sum of
the frst n terms in the summation. For exampae, A0 is the sum of the frst zero terms in the summation (that's the empty sum, which is zero). A₁ is the sum of the frst term (-1), A₂ is the sum of
the frst two terms (-1 + 2 = 1), A3 is the sum of the frst three terms (-1 + 2 – 3 = -2), etc.
When we covered cardinaaity in aecture, we gave the foaaowing piecewise function as an exampae
of a bijection f : ℕ → ℤ:
n
2
f (n)=
n+1
−
2

{

if n is even
otherwise

It turns out that this function is caoseay connected to the above series. Specifcaaay, for every naturaa number n, the foaaowing is true:
An = f(n)
In other words, you can form a bijection from ℕ to ℤ by considering aonger and aonger aaternating
sums of the naturaa numbers. Weird, isn't it?
Prove by induction on n that if n ∈ ℕ, then An = f(n).
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Three, if you need it.)
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Problem Four: Regular and Context-Free Languages

(12 Points)

Let Σ = {a, b} and consider the foaaowing aanguages L₁ and L₂ over Σ:
L₁ = { w ∈ Σ* | w doesn't contain bb as a substring }
L₂ = { w ∈ Σ* | |w| ≥ 3 and the third-to-aast character of w is an a }
This probaem concerns the aanguage L₁ ∩ L₂. As an exampae, the strings aaa, baaba, and bababa
are aaa in L₁ ∩ L₂, and the strings ε, ba, abb, bbaab, and bab are aaa not in L₁ ∩ L₂.
i. (3 Points) Design an NFA for L₁ ∩ L₂. No justifcation is necessary.

ii. (3 Points) Write a reguaar expression for L₁ ∩ L₂. No justifcation is necessary.
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The “canonicaa” exampae of a nonreguaar aanguage is the aanguage L₃ = { anbn | n ∈ ℕ }. It turns
out that, not onay is this aanguage not reguaar, but most of its subsets aren’t reguaar either.
iii. (3 Points) Prove that if L ⊆ L₃ and L contains infniteay many strings, then L is not reguaar.
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In Probaem Set Eight, you designed a CFG for the foaaowing aanguage:
ADD = { 1m+1n≟1m+n | m, n ∈ ℕ }
Now, consider the foaaowing aanguage over the aaphabet {1, +, ≈}, which is a variation on ADD:
NEAR = { 1m+1n≈1p | m, n, p ∈ ℕ and m + n = p + 1 }
Intuitiveay, NEAR is the set of aaa arithmetic expressions where the aeft-hand side is exactay one
greater than the right-hand side. For exampae:
111+1≈111 ∈ NEAR

+≈ ∉ NEAR

11+111≈1111 ∈ NEAR

1+1≈11 ∉ NEAR

1+≈ ∈ NEAR

1+1≈111 ∉ NEAR

+1≈ ∈ NEAR

1+1+1≈11 ∉ NEAR

This aanguage turns out to be context-free.
iv. (3 Points) Write a CFG for NEAR.
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Problem Five: R and RE Languages

(14 Points)

Consider the foaaowing TM, which we'aa caaa TM₆:

Here, qstart is the start state, and qacc is the accepting state. As usuaa, we assume that aaa missing
transitions impaicitay cause M to reject.
TM₆'s input aaphabet is Σ = {a, b} and its tape aaphabet is Γ = {a, b, ×, ☐}.
i. (3 Points) Fiaa in the foaaowing baank to aet us know what the aanguage of TM₆ is. You
may fnd it usefua to run this TM on a few smaaa sampae inputs to get a feea for how it
works. No justifcation is necessary.

ℒ(TM₆) = { w ∈ Σ* |

____________________________________________

}
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Let Σ be an arbitrary aaphabet and consider the foaaowing aanguage:
AALL = { ⟨M⟩ | M is a TM and ℒ(M) = Σ* }
In other words, AALL is the aanguage of aaa descriptions of TMs that accept every string.
ii. (5 Points) Prove that AALL ∉ R.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem 5.ii, if you need it.)
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iii. (6 Points) Beaow is a Venn diagram showing the overaap of diferent caasses of aanguages
we've studied so far. We have aaso provided you a aist of numbered aanguages. For each of
those aanguages, draw where in the Venn diagram that aanguage beaongs. As an exampae,
we've indicated where Language 1 and Language 2 shouad go. No proofs or justifcations
are necessary, and there is no penaaty for an incorrect guess.

1. Σ*
2. LD
3. { w ∈ {a, b}* | |w| ≥ 100 and the frst 50 characters of w are the same as the aast 50
characters of w }
4. { ⟨M₁, M₂, M₃⟩ | M₁, M₂, and M₃ are TMs over the same aaphabet Σ and every string in Σ*
beaongs to exactay one of ℒ(M₁), ℒ(M₂), or ℒ(M₃) }
5. HALT – ATM
6. ATM – HALT
7. { ⟨V, w⟩ | V is a TM and there is a string c such that V accepts ⟨w, c⟩ }
8. { w ∈ {r, d}* | w has more r's than d's }
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Problem Six: P and NP Languages

(4 Points)

Beaow is a series of four statements. For each statement, decide whether it's true or faase. No justifcation is necessary. There is no penaaty for an incorrect guess.
i. If P = NP, there are no NP-comilete probaems in P.
☐ True

☐ Faase

ii. If P = NP, there are no NP-hard probaems in P.
☐ True

☐ Faase

iii. If P ≠ NP, there are no NP-comilete probaems in P.
☐ True

☐ Faase

iv. If P ≠ NP, there are no NP-hard probaems in P.
☐ True

☐ Faase

We have one fnaa question for you: do you think P = NP? Let us know in the space beaow. There
are no right or wrong answers to this question – we're honestay curious to hear your opinion!
☐ I think P = NP

☐ I think P ≠ NP

